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Extension granted
on petition date
ByBarbJacola
Editorial Editor

N.w.photo by

A CUtOI ruNOERS • point of discussion during the New
University course "Problems of Pollution" while ■
classmate studiously takes notes. The course, taught by

Gordy Golr

Stephen H. Veasey, met from JUS p.m. yesterday afternoon In 112 Life Sciences Bids.

The search and screening committee
for a student on the Board of Trustees has
extended the deadline for signing
petitions until Thursday noon.
The original deadline for the petitions
which call for University support of a
student board member, was Friday.
Only 3,500 confirmed signatures were
tabulated, however.
Jeff Sherman, student council vice
president of academic affairs, and
committee spokesman, said he felt the
reason for such small representation was
that students were not returning the
petitions if they were not sufficiently
Oiled.
He emphasized that every signature is
important, and that all petitions should
be returned either to 405 B Student
Services, or the main desks of the dormitories, no matter how few names are
signed.
Sherman also said that he understands some students may have been
reluctant to sign because the names of
the students who are nominees were not
included on the petitions.
He said that the number of candidates
has been narrowed down to three, and
their names are now included on the
petitions.
Sherman explained the process by
which the student nominees were
selected:
Eight students were chosen by the
search and screening committee on the
basis of grades, extracurricular activities and University awareness.
The committee was appointed by
Student Body President Roger Coate,
and consists of three students, one

faculty member, and one administrator.
Each of the eight students submitted a
personel data sheet to the committee. On
this basis, the number of candidates was
narrowed down to five.
The committee interviewed each of
the five, individually, and selected three
whose names are included on the
petition. These students are Mike
Mu ii hoi I and, John Thomas and Richard
Plaskett.
If a student appointment to the Board
of Trustees is approved, the governor
will make the choice from the three

Doctor says deaths
due to Army bullets
KENT (AP)-Portage County Coroner
Dr. Robert Sybert said yesterday the
wounds that killed four Kent State
University students May 4 "were caused
by bullets similar to .30-caliber military
ammunition."
National Guard officials had said
there was evidence that some of the four
dead and nine wounded were hit by nonmilitary bullets.
Dr. Sybert said in his autopsy report
that whether the deaths "are accidental
or homicidal is undertermined and under
continuing inquiry at this time."
Sybert gave no indication in his twosentence report what he meant by the

In minimizing unrest in past weeks

Jerome compliments campus openness
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
University President William T.
Jerome III, appearing Sunday on
WSPD's "TV 13 Reports-Crisis on
Campus," cited openness in communications channels as an important
factor in minimizing unrest here.
"We've had students on important
University councils for years," Dr.
Jerome said.
Also considered helpful by the
President was the constructive nature of
teach-ins and similar activities. "We've
tried to. keep efforts focused on the
positive elements of this revolution which
is underway-one which I hope is for
constructive change," Dr. Jerome said.
When asked by a newsman what
conditions must exist before Bowling
Green would close down. Dr. Jerome

declined to answer.
"I know what I would do, but stating
publicly the conditions for closing the
University may precipitate the actions,"
Dr. Jerome said. "I want to give those in
the University community the chance to
keep their own university open."
Dr. Jerome noted that being a
residential university. Bowling Green is
in a different situation than many institutions which have experienced
unrest.
"A city university, however, has in
the immediate area a lot of non-students
and hangers-on who are hard to control,"
Dr. Jerome said.
Another question directed at Dr.
Jerome asked how "reason and sanity"
can be restored to the university
situation.
"We can't restore reason and sanity

until the conditions are removed which
cause the lack of reason," Dr. Jerome
replied.
He noted that some of these conditions
which are of student concern are the war,
a technical-economical system which
pollutes the environment and the student
feeling that they have no control over
events.
On the role of the university on
society, Dr. Jerome said, "The
universities may well change from an
ivory tower of reason to real forces of
change in society."
Dr. Jerome stressed that a university,
to have vitality, "must be hospitable to
all viewpoints, even if some ideas are
opposed to what many of us believe in."
Also appearing on the panel-format
program was Roger Coate, president of
the student body.

Coate said much of what happens on
campuses can be traced to a search by
students for values and meaning in their
lives.
Commenting on the New University,
Coate said the program is widely
misunderstood. "It gives students the
chance to extend themselves beyond the
normal academic environment, without
the restrictions of grades and research,"
he said.
Besides Dr. Jerome and Coate, a
student and an administrator from the
University of Toledo appeared on the
half-hour program.
Friday evening, TV 13 had presented
an editorial which was indirectly critical
of the University.
Hinting broadly at BGSU, the

candidates.
Sherman said thit he has heard that
there have been complaints from
students because the candidates were not
selected by a campus-wide election.
He explained that one of the reasons
an election was not held was because of
the time element involved. He added that
an election would not allow for a qualified
processing of abilities, either.
"The position is a political appointment by the governor," Sherman
said, "None of the other members on the
Board were elected. It is always done on
an appointment basis."

editorial slammed universities where
"students have been invited to play a
numbers game with their grades," and
where students demand a seat on the
board of trustees.
President Jerome Saturday said TV
13's position was wrongly critical of this
university both for giving in to students'
demands and for refusing to close down.
"This isn't right," Dr. Jerome said.
"This has nothing to do with appeasement."
"If we are successful," Dr. Jerome
added, "there are going to be a lot of
awfully red faces across the state."
Dr. Jerome was critical of the media
in general, stating he was "shocked" at
the manner in which events of recent
weeks have been presented in the news.

phrase "similar to," and he was immediately available for further comment.
The four students died during a
confrontation between Ohio National
Guardsmen and demonstrators who had
defied a guard order banning assembly.
The FBI is investigating events which
culminated in the guardsmen firing a
volley from Ml rifles into the crowd of
demonstrators.
Lt. Col. J.E.P. McCann, administrative aide to Adj. Gen. S.T. Del
Corso, said the National Guard had not
seen the report and would not comment
until it had an opportunity to review it.
"I think we have established that
there was another weapon fired," McCann said. He cited a physician's
statement concerning an injury suffered
by one of nine students wounded during
the shooting.
A medical examiner has said that the
size and design of one student's wounds
indicated lie was struck by something
other than a military projectile. The
medical examiner had said a military
bullet would have done more damage
than the student suffered.
The confrontation was preceded by
three nights of violence during which
windows were smashed by rampaging
students in downtown Kent and the ROTC
building on campus was burned down.
Guardsmen trying to break up the
noontime demonstration May 4 had used
tear gas, but the demonstrators threw
the tear gas cannisters back at them and
pelted them with rocks and stones.
Killed when the guardsmen opened
fire were Allison Krause, 19, of Pittsburgh; Sandy Lee Scheuer, 20, of
Youngstown, Ohio; Jeffrey Miller, 20, of
Plainview, N.Y., and William K.
Schroeder, 19, of Loraine, Ohio.

TU president agrees
to demands by BSU
TOLEDO-University of Toledo
President William Carlson yesterday
agreed to several demands by the Black
Student Union after 75 pickets blocked
entrances to two campus buildings.
A statement was issued at 11 a.m
yesterday by RooseveR Cox, a
spokesman for the BSU, calling Carlson
and the Administration "extremely
receptive."
Heading the list of demands was a
three-day moratorium in memory of the
two black youths shot to death last week
at l-.ttoson State College.

Dr. Carlson called for a voluntary
moratorium on classes to extend through
Wednesday.
According to Mark Luetke, editor of
the Toledo Collegian, the moratorium is
completely optional, the decision of
whether or not to hold class meetings left
to the individual instructor. Attendance
is also optional, and students will not be
penalized for observing the moratorium,
Luetke said.
Toledo has been observing a
moratorium for the Kent Four since
those slayings two weeks ago, and Luetke
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prv*
- A memorial service for the students who were killed last week at
A! . Jackson State will be held today at 3 pm. near the steps of Williams Hall.
tu

A short service will be conducted by Rev. Eugene Keil of the United
Christian Fellowship Center, and a teach-in session will follow.

estimated that it has been 50 per cent
successful.
Responding to the BSU demands, the
Administration also agreed to enact a
Black Studies program, and appropriated $216,000 for its instigation. A
full-time coordinator will be hired for the
program.
More black professors are to be added
to the faculty, and a minimum of three
black graduate students are to be added
in each department.
Despite the fact that the morning
pickets had completely blocked the
entrances to University Hall and the
Library, Luetke reported that no incidents occured.
"The Administration more or less
enforced the blocking," Luetke said.
"When a group of students attempted to
crash through, officers stopped in and
prevented them from doing so. They kept
things very calm," he added.
University of Toledo students will hold
a referendum Wednesday and Thursday
to guage student opinion on the
moratorium, guns on campus, ROTC on
campus, and the Indochina war.

N«wVhato by Co.d, Gale

LOOKING OVER THE shoulders of students involved in
an outdoor class, a cameraman adds to the collection of

film being shot for a promotional movie for BGSU.
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faulty editorials
Newspapers, television, radio-all forms of the media
have, throughout history, cherished their role in society.
Their right to inform the general public has become not
only a right, but a responsibility.
When rumors fly, the press prides itself in putting the
facts forward. When misconceptions arise, the media does
its best to ferret out the truth.
Certainly there are failures; newsmen are people.
But seldom has anyone so let down and so ignorantly
misled the public as has WSPD TV, Channel 13, with its
recent editorial comments on campus unrest-littered with
direct and indirect references to BGSU.
TV 13 Friday leveled a simplistic and senseless barrage
at'this University, hintmg the administration hadn't the
guts to stand up to "student goon squads."
Let us overlook the blatant irrational ity of accusing our
administrators throughout the week both of giving In to
student demands, and of being weak-kneed in refusing to
close down.
What is inexcusable is TV 13's disregard and disinterest
in the actual facts here, and its obvious, purposeful perpetuation of misconceptions arising from activities on this
campus.
Placing itself above mentioning this University by
name, Channel 13's Editorial Director David
Drury
commented further:
"Regular classwork," at some schools, "has suddenly
become optional. Students are invited to play a numbers
game with their system of grades."
And on some campuses, he continued, students are
asking that a student member be placed on the board of
trustees.
"Demand, demand, demand- a new day, a new list,"
with inherent threats of trouble if those demands aren't
met, "while...policemen are invited to keep their bullets at
home."
TV 13 did not come close to understanding the New
University, and felt the best thing to do was to make sure
its listeners remained as ignorant as Its editorial board.
It isn't difficult, either, to see where Channel 13 stands
regarding a student's concern In his own university.
Students, apparently, should be seen and not heard, and
sparing the policeman's rod spoils the student.
In a time when a little understanding is needed, when
an intelligent and responsible news media is all the public
has to rely on for information, TV 13 failed miserably in its
responsibility to meet that need.
It has made a disgusting blot on the reputation of the
news media.

one more time
Guess what? Another marijuana bust in Bowling Green
last week. The names are insignificant at this juncture.
The bond? Again, $10,000, under the auspices of Judge H.
Richard Dunipace.
Let's say this just one more time, and then lay off. And
we know the judge is listening-he has informants
everywhere.
The setting of a $10,000 bond for a mari|uana offense is
ridiculous. It is stupid. It is asinine. It Is contrary to
justice. In short. It "hurts," and likewise, so must the
judge who okays its usage.
Is that finally clear?
Great. So, ok. That's our policy. Now, what Is the
judge's?
We ask you. Judge Dunipace, why must you continue
your outrageous and exorbitant bail bonds?
Respond publicly, and The News will print your
response. We feel we've got 13,000 interested readers
wondering about the very same question.
Judge Floyd A. Coller, another high bond-setter, may
soon find himself off the bench because of his age, but
Judge Dunipace will see himself up for re-election, if he so
chooses, next year.
What are your constituents going to say, your honor?
If they're of the same mind as many of our University
peers, you won't muster one vote.
Got it this time, judge?

congressional protocol at bowling green
By, Patrick R. Warren
Student Column
This is the time of year that Congress
attempts to ram through a* much
legislation as possible before Senators
and Representatives dash out of
Washington and head south lor vacation.
Which would be just fine, if this policy of
push-push-push were employed solely by
Congress.
But the trend is spreading. All over
the nation, people are mustering that
final spurt of nervous energy to set their
affairs in order before summer begins.
A good example of recent
Congressional protocol at a hurry-scurry
pace is at Bowling Green, where
University President William T. Jerome
and the Board of Trustees have been
working overtime to balance the budget
before the end of spring.
Particularly significant is the
recently proposed appropriations bill
whereby a sum of $350,000 would be
allotted to recruit black faculty and
double the present black student
enrollment.
This legislation was raised after
members of the Black Student Union and
its supporters had lobbied in favor of the
subsidy. For a time, it appeared that
President Jerome would hold up the bill
in committee and thereby kill it with a
pocket veto.

But the lobbying grew more intense
and the administration was forced to act
over all objections to the deficit spending
policy.
In order to appease any who pleaded
the staunch Old Guard conservative line,
the Trustees decided to pass a defense
bill (mainly for their own protectioni.
This bill, also known as the Excess Credit
Fee, stipulates that students will be
required to pay $15 for each academic
hour of instruction they carry past the
18th hour in a single quarter (effective
summer, 1970).
The University administration has
high hopes that the defense bill will offset
any deficit incurred through appropriations spending.
Student enthusiasm for the extra fee is all but non-

existent, however.
Parents are the target of the housing
bill, which stipulates, among other
things, that the student who desires a
single room will pay an additional $150
for the privilege. (This is also applicable
summer quarter).
Perhaps the one bill which will either
solve the money problem completely (or
complicate It beyond hope of repair) is
the new farm-aid bill, which would
provide for student meal tickets based on
consumption. It seems that President
Jerome would veto the bill. (In this
business, it's not how one plays the game
that counts, it's how much money he
makes).
Up until last week, I had hoped to
attend summer school. And then I got a

phone call frem my father.
"listen son, your mother and I just
received the application for summer
housing and a bill for other expenses."
"So far, we're going to have to pay an
Instructional Fee of $170, a General Fee
of «50, a Housing Fee of $320 plus the
extra $150 for the single room you
wanted. Also, tl -re's the Exoeas Credit
Fee of $90 for the 24 hours you wished to
carry and the non-resident fee of $235."
(Curse the day I was born in New York!)
"All together, that comes to $1015."
my father continued. "Frankly son, I
don't think we can afford it."
"Forget it, Dad," I said quickly "I'm
going to quit school and come home.
Start looking around for a good tutor It's
a helluva lot cheaper."

sex power to the people
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
The publication of "Human Sexual
Inadequacy" by Masters and Johnson in
April of 1970 created a nationwide stir.
The work was the result of 20 years
research by the two respected scientists
at their Reproductive Biology Clinic In

news
i_errers
student on board
In the past few weeks members of the university community tore down some walls
and built bridges. Students have proven they are worthy of representation on the
Board of Trustees. We must all work together to let the Governor and the Board know
that we consider this our right and privilege as responsible and mature citizens of the
university community.
There is no doubt that students have earned a right in the policy-making decisions
of this university.
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee issued this statement on May 6, 1970:
"We wish to commend the entire student body for a sober, reflective democratic
expression of the intense feelings created by the events of the past few days. A
creative and constructive use of the memorial period has been evident all over the
campus, and the Senate Executive Committee expresses their gratitude to the student
leaders and to the entire student body."
We must continue this constructive action by working together to bring about a
vote on the Board.
Sign one of the petitions now being circulated. If you have been trying to obtain
signatures yourself, return them to 405 Student Services Building immediately!
By signing the petition you are telling both the Governor and the Board of Trustees
of this university that Bowling Green students have a right to a real voice in the
governance of Bowling Green - our university.
You, as a student have demonstrated complete maturity and responsibility by
your actions during the past few weeks. You have earned the right to student
representation on the Board of Trustees. Now, please support it. You can make a
difference.
Committee for a student
on the Board of Trustees

St. Louis. There they had been giving
couples courses in sexual attitudes and
techniques with classroom seminars and
plenty of homework.
Newspaper accounts of the clinic had
their most immediate impact on the
campus of Skarewe University. The
students, having created a Black Studies
Program, kicked out all corporate
recruiters, abolished R.O.T.C. and blown
up the statue of General Skidmore
Skarewe as an example of male
chauvinism, had Just tied up Dean
Grommet again and were wondering
what to demand next.
"Hey, listen to this!" cried SDS
President Jack Armstrong, waving a
paper. "In St. Louis they've got a kind of
College of Sexual Knowledge. Boy, does
that ever sound relevant!!"
Dean Grommet said, on his gag being
removed, what wise deans say these
days. He said he thought it was a fine
idea. The following week the Sex Studies
Program was launched at Skarewe
University.
It was a smashing success. No less
than 92.4 per cent of the student body
promptly enrolled in the four-year
program leading to a B.S. or Bachelor of
Sex degree. Classes were appallingly
overcrowded but no one complained.
The faculty was enthusiastic. "Never
in 30 years teaching," said a newlyappointed professor of erogenous zones,
"have I seen students so attentive in
class nor so diligent in their homework."
There were naturally some protests
from stuffy parents. Imagine the shock
of Hiram Dootey, on paying a surprise
visit to his daughter's dorm, to find her

preparing a position paper on Interesting
Far East Positions with the help of a
young male classmate.
"But, golly, Daddy," said young
Daphne Dootey indignantly, "when it
comes to preparing myself for life this
makes more sense than Etruscan funeral
orations. I just want to make some man
the best wife in the world."
Couldn't you take cooking and jewing
instead?" suggested Mr. Dootey weakly.
"Who wants the best sewing wife in
the world?" replied Daphne. "I want to
be the best. . ."
"Daphne!" cried her father, retiring
in defeat.
The change in campus attitudes was
dramatic. Grinds, hitherto sneered at,
were now the most popular. While a
higher percentage of students broke
down from overwork, the rewards of
good study habits were gratifying.
Daphne, on graduating magna cum
laude, received 373 proposals from all
over the world - two of them for
marriage.
None was happier than Dean
Grommet. There hadn't been a riot since
the program began. Some ascribed this
to the student body's daily listlessness.
But the Dean saw a higher meaning.
"For years we tried to interest the
students in the subjects we offered," he
said, "instead of offering the one subject
that interested them. No wonder we
failed."
"But teaching them only sex..." said
a trustee, frowning.
"Good heavens!" said the Dean
surprised. "What else did they ever
learn in college anyway?"

'It Takes A Little While To Learn The Ropes
Around Here, Harry'

open feffer fo students
In 1968, Mike Clowsky, national
secretary of S.D.S., Invited high school
students to a meeting held at B.G.S.U.
As an "apathetic" mid-western mother, I
attended this open meeting to check for
myself the propoganda being espoused.
Clowsky at the time said, "I am an
anarchist, communist and a socialist."
After describing the harassment at "216
colleges since June," he said, "we will
either burn down the universities or close
them up." (Taken from notes and tape
recorder of that meeting).
I know there are very few campuses
that will admit to S.D.S. affiliation.
However, you must recognize the
similarity of intent. Even at Kent, after
three days warning, destruction of stores
in downtown Kent, burning of the ROTC
building, the arsonists insisted on their
domination of campus enough to provoke
law enforcers to shoot, resulting in. the
death of four students. Cause and effect?

Evidently, law enforcement agencies
are wrong, not the law breakers under
the new regime. If the discerning student
recognizes the rhetoric being used by this
minority and realizes how they have been
exploited by body count alone, they may
have been excited to such an explosive
state that the the 30 or 40 on campus
manipulating the "Free University"
may find them outraged.
S.D.S. is similar in action to the
K.K.K., VlgUanties and any other mob
that forces its views on others. Yet, I
recognize more honor in the S.D.S.'s
admitted aims than in this new
destructive organization desiring
anarchy at the cost of a democracy.
Those that can hear, please notice the
equivocable language they use, the speed
of the delivery, but please do not lose
faith in your own intelligence. You also
were accepted at the university, you also
have freedom of thought, you also have
the right of choice. The nation's future
may well depend on your intolerance of
or your acquiescence to this inept
minority.
Every silent, apathetic observer by
not writing to support our President
(even though he does not have a magic
wand) is silently condoning the actions of
the few. If you know what Is going on,
you must take a stand. Do not doubt your
values, your ability to comprehend.
Stand fast, for if you don't, your opportunity to dissent will be a thing of the
past. Their philosophy does not tolerate
your right to a democratic vote. Nixon
was elected in this fashion, you observe
how they honor this choice.
Latta
evidently dared to disagree with
them...under their style of "democracy"
you are wrong and must be intimidated.
With all my love to all the very
vulnerable young people faced with tots
responsibility at Bowling Green State
University, I offer my prayers, my help
and whatever I have.
Long stand the Republic,
Mary Jane Parker
302N. Enterprise
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'New U' corrections
NEW UNIVERSITY COURSE
CHANGES AND CORRECTIONS

6. The Selling of Ideas (Community Relations No. 10, formerly
Aptitude Change on Consumptive Ideas). By M.I. Mandril. John
Jemmott, and R.L. King.

10. Student as Nigger, Simington, Nagel, Andrea Stilson,
Brown, Mon., Wed., Thurs., 11:00 a.m., 228 Science Math Bldg.
11. Art and Its Relevance, Dr. Linden and Dr. Pepper,
Thurs.. 6:00 p.m., 105 Hanna Hall.
12. Attitude Change and Persuasion (Bullshit), Ron Bean,
Jim Holzworth, Mon. and Thurs., 11:00a.m. 314 University Hall
13. Macrobiotics: Theory and Practice, Dr. Gross, Tues.,
3:00 p.m., 200 Moseley
14. Robert F. Kennedy: Compassionate Politics, Vern
Jolley, Thurs., 10-12 noon. Alumni Lounge of the Library
15. The Study of Peace, John Paul Scott, Benjamin Rosenberg, Thurs., 1:00 p.m., 129 Life Sciences
16. Genetics and the Fate of Man, Wattle. Pausic.
Rangaswamy.Schechter.Mon., 1:00 p.m., 129 Life Science, and
Wed., 1:00 p.m., 515 Life Science
17. Problems of Population. Stephen Vessey. Mon., 112 life
Science
18. Applied Community Action, Joy Teckenbrock, 2-3 p.m.,
Tues. and Thurs., 236 Science Math Bldg.
19. TheaterofPropaganda.MikeSmith.8-9p.m.Mon,.Wed ,
and Fri., 202 Hanna Hall
20. Population Crisis, Reality, Ron Bean, 11:00 a.m., Tues.
and Fri., 205 A Education Bldg.

7. Rhetoric of Racial Revolt, Ron Lomas, Thurs., 2-4 p.m.,
304 Hanna Hall

ADDITIONS TO NEW
UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM

1. Courses No 21 and It in College of Curriculum and Governance are merged. Interested students should attend No. 18. 7
p.m. Mon. and Wed., Room 103 Psych. Bldg.
2. Techniques of Revolution and Violence (Peace, No. 15) will
meet 7-«:30 p.m., Tues., Rm. 300 Sci-Math Bldg.
3. Ethical Actions (Peace, No. 14) will meet S-10 Tues end
Thurs., Room 30B U Hall.
4. American Foreign Policy for The Remainder of the 20th
Century (Curr 4Gov, No. 20), will meet 1-3 Tues., Room 129 Life
Science Bldg.
5. Radio Production Workshop (Culture, No. 16) will meet 10-12
Thurs., Room 301 U Hall,

8. University Structure and Problem Solving, Roy Shafer,
Tues. and Thurs., 3-5 p.m., 304 Science Math Bldg.
PEACEFUL ACTIONS bring pleasant reactions as the
Cla-Zel theater congratulates students and citizens with a

N.w.pho.o by Gordv

Colt

sign on their marquee last week.

Troop removal progressing
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott said yesterday
President Nixon "is keeping
his promises" of withdrawal
from Cambodia.
He cited as evidence the
termination of an operation in
the Parrot's Beak Sector.
"I'm told we're out of
Parrot's Beak," Scott told
newsmen. "It means that the

President is keeping his
promises and has withdrawn
part of the American forces
already and is doing so as
speedily as possible."
Scott is trying to head off a
Senate amendment which
would ban spending on U.S.
troop operations in Cambodia
after June 30.
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield, who supports

Airlines, Union end
108 day-old strike
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
agreement to settle a 108-day
strike of ground personnel
against National Airlines was
reached yesterday, the Labor
Department reported.
Terms of the agreement
were not disclosed immediately.
Station agents, ramp
agents, reservations and
clerical personnel have been
on strike since Jan. 31
demanding higher pay and

fringe benefits equal to those
granted earlier to the airline's
machinists.
Agreement between the
airline and representatives of
the Air Line Employees
Association came at 7:30 a.m.
in the fifth day of almost
continuous negotiations.
Operations of the airline
had been shut down since the
strike started, as members of
other unions observed the
strikers' picket lines.

that amendment, said he will
not put the measure aside for
other business until there is a
vote.
He said that means if
Republican opponents of the
amendment
insist
on
prolonged
delay,
appropriations bills and other
legislation will have to wait.
Scott said he is still trying
to work out a compromise
which would have the Senate
declare its opposition to any
widening of the war without an
outright ban on spending.
"I'd like to see it made
clear the Senate does believe
the President intends for us to
be out of Cambodia by June
30," Scott said.

An Associated Press
survey showed 47 out of the 100
senators now supporting the
fund cutoff, with five more
leaning that way. But it also
indicated that a compromise
version backed by the White
House could pry away some of
those votes.
Sen. William Proxmire (DWis.) said Congress should
sharply cut the Pentagon
budget to offset the cost of
Cambodian operations.
Sen. George D. Aiken (RVt.,) urged Americans concerned about Southeast Asia
to "express themselves in
active political terms," He
said that would be more effective than the current
torrent of mail and telegrams.

THE
ECOLOGY MAJOR I
SAID
CONSERVATIVELY:

1. Survival Seminar. C.F. Hartman, one meeting only.
Friday, May 29, 11:00 a.m., Natatorium
2. Things You Didn't Know Were There, 5-6 seminars, book9. The Humanizing of the University, Dr. Trevor Phillips. talks, what have you; C.F. Hartman, 2:00 p.m., Tues. and
Roger Coate, Jane Fero, Thurs., 8:00p.m., 201 Hayes Hall
Thurs., 208 Hanna

BGSU Students And Faculty
Are Cordially Invited To Attend

Band Festival
Days

This Week In Bowling Green
BIG CARNIVAL
May 18 thru 23 on the North Church St. parking
lot. Discount ride tickets available at Bowling
Green Merchants.

BAND FESTIVAL
DAYS BARGAIN
Thursday. Friday and Saturday. Shop for big
savings in the stores and on the sidewalks in the
business districts. Stores open Thhurs and Fri
'til 9.

BAND COMPETITION SATURDAY

celebrate the creation

High School bands will compete at the Turnpike Travelers lot,
224 N. Main St. during the morning.

of a

"New" B.G.S.U. by
BAND FESTIVAL DAY PARADE

Going to see
CHICAGO

SATURDAY at 2 pm Over 90 units, including 11 marching bands,
floats and marching units will particcipate.

May 21 82.50 32.00
This event is planned and sponsored by (PBGC)
Promote Bowling Green Committee of the B.G.
Chamber of Commerce.

WANTED
Suggestions
for
re-structuring
the
CURRICULUM of the old University State
briefly and send to: James Collins 134 W. Poe
Rd., B.G. or phone - 354-3745

Hey you A Phi O
EX-pledgi
-John K.
-Harold
-Jeff
-Van
-George

-John C.
-Steve
-Frank
-Tim

-John R.
-Scott
-Chuck
-Don
-Rick

Those pins couldn't
look better!

(How was the NATIONAL?)

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
SEND US
YOUR
ADJECTIVE
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS.

CHICAGO
(Formerly Chicago Transit Authority)
MAY 21
9:00 PM
Memorial Hall
Tickets $2 & $2.50 at Union box office
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Council drops ROTC probe
By Gale Bogle
Student Council has withdrawn from the investigation
of ROTC in view of the Council
resolution asking representatives "to refrain from
participation in meaningless
areas of university governance," according to Eric
Furry, council representative.
Representatives of Student
Council met in April with the
college curriculum committee
of the College of Business
Administration to discuss
"severe academic deficiencies" mentioned in the Student

Council bill requesting the
abolishment of ROTC.
"Student Council was
saying ROTC was Incompatible with University
objectives," said Furry.
But one of the problems, he
said, was looking at ROTC
from an overall view, while
the curriculum committee
was looking at it from an individual course standpoint.
"We were supposed to see
if the academic deficiencies
had any merit," responded
Dr. Charles Mott, chairman of
the college curriculum
committee. "If they feel
ROTC is politically unsuitable
there should be another
committee."
When council representatives met with
the
curriculum committee April
10, they had only three people

there and they presented their
views on the bill, said Dr.
Mott.
Although the April 10
meeting had been arranged
March 25, "to the best of my
knowledge, Mr. Thatch, (Greg
Thatch, former president of
Student Council) told no one

The College of Business
Administration held its annual
honors recognition banquet
Sunday night, at which 36
awards were given. Featured
speaker at the event was Dr.
Karl Vogt, dean of the college.

Radio-TV lecture set

from 405 A to 420
Student Services

W^afher
The
Geography
Department reports the
weather will be partly
cloudy and warmer
today.

are your
contact lenses
more work than
thejfre worth?
If you're tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lenslne the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens carepreparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a

Among
the
awards
presented were the Delta
Sigma Pi Award to Philip
Weller,senior; the HaxshmanCheck Scholarship Award to
Timothy
B.
Strawn,
sophomore; the Henry

work
In
international
broadcasting systems. He was
an employee of the Federal
Communications Commission
in its early days and during
World War II, he worked with
the staff of the Foreign
Broadcasting Intelligence
Service. He has traveled
widely to make studies of
national and international
broadcasting systems.

?

TO
DO _
TODaY
STUDENT ACTION
COMMITTEE SPEAKERS
BUREAU
Will meet at 7:00 p.m. in
303 Mosely Hall. Any student,
grad student or faculty
member Interested and
capable of speaking to church,
civic and school organizations
about the current campus
crisis, what is happening at
BG and how it all relates to the
war Is encouraged to come.

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.■ Caring forconhas been demonstrated tactlensescan beasconvenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

U.A.0 TRAVEL
Will sponsor a series of
travelogue films 7:30 p.m. in
the White Dogwood Room in
the Union.

Pisanello's

LENSINE
W.

up in

UM

F,..h D.»|h

Free Delivery In
Our Portable Ovens
5 p.m. - 1 a.m. Daily
Sat.

10" 12" 14" 18"
352-5166
352-6782
203 N. Main
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Norton Rhoades

I. Ii G I. Y II I H it

P 0 P l> I X Ci

AI.YCX (1R OP PIN. Gl. EX RUN
(il'LEXA RAHOP1N.
Yesterday's cryptogram: Listen to old people:
a wise women has said that isolation meant
desolation.

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

—«®»~ CL3SSIFIED —*®fc~
The? HG News
106 University Hall
Ual 372-3710
Hates: | 40 per line per day 2
lines minimum. average of 5
words per line
Deadlines: 5 p.m "two days
before date of publication
The BG News reserve* the
right to edit or reject any
classified
advertisement
placed.
Printed errors which in the
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
If reported in person within 48
hours of publication

BUSINESSOPPORTUNITIES
Beginning teachers: improve
your class preparations with
Worldbook materials
Call
collect 874462»
Collage Students-extra income for men or women, part
of full time in your home town.
High hourly earnings.
Flexible hours perfect for men
or women in school. Contact:
Charles Nswachwsnger.
Holiday Inn Rm 130 Surnday,
May 34 24 p.m

LOST AND FOUND
round: pair of glasses, light
brown frames on step of Ad
, BGN

5ft iis
,^,5
,r'
cat.,
imsti.

JMJ. Pledgii

Final A.C.E. Picnic
May 21st, City Park
For transportation call: Karen 2-4570 or Barb 21807 Pay duts and save on no. 1 increase

pool, party house, plenty of
lawn, picnic table*, shuffle
board, putting green Come
enjoy the summer and study
Office hours 114 p.m MonSat

l or 2 girls needed to sublease
air-cond apt for summ qtr.
Call 3524*65.
Wanted: male summer 200
Greenview 3634430.

Apt for 4 male students for
summer qtr. Call evenings
35W143

Rooms for summer near
campus. Cooking privileges
362-7365

Wanted 2 women to sublet
apartment for summer. 3520112.

72 Greenview poolside 1135
Psrtlsliy turn. 3624649 after 3
pin.

SUMMER
APARTMENTUNIVERSITY COURTS. Call
3714016 or 3714072.

Needed: roommate over 22.
male, starting fall at Stadium
View, contact Mrs. Murphy
3624096

Needed-male roommate for
summer session to live In fully
furnished house trailer across
from McDonald West. fdtVmo
rent. Call 3644206 or 3724791
Needed 2 bdrm apt for win
qtr and spring qtr for married
couple 364-2976

To sublet, 1 man apt 203
Greenview. 3614271
1 bdrm turn apt for rent Call
363-6479 or 3614143.
Apt for 4 male students across
from campus. Avail Sept. 15
363-7365

House for 44 male students
for summer only. Air cODd,
near campus-Pti 362-7366

2 man apt at Greenview sum
qtr. reduced rate 3614197

Apartments available for
summer sessions, nsit to
campus.
Each apt for 4
students, male or female. 290
per student, utilities paid.
Call after 4 p.m . 352-7471

•Tree room 4 board for girl
during first or both summ
sessions In
return for
babysitting 4 general house
hold chores. Call Mrs. Haas,
^63-4093

wale roommate needed for
| summ qtr. 296 Greenview.
Call 36143*7.
2 bdrm furn or unf apts at N.
Grove Gardens Call 3634*91
or inquire at Apt. B-7.

. ,2 or 3 girls needed to share s
'urnished house near campus
[ for summ qtr; 256-mo Call
J714913
For Rant: sum 2 bdrm furn
' ■
apt 2 bLks from campus Call Subaeadns; 2 man apt for
363-3271.
summ-corne to 223 Greenview

RENTALS • SALES

I. F. roommate seeded summ
qtr. Cell 3614717

Apt
for
sublet-summer
school-2 people-at reduced
rate-call 362-79*4

ApU for rent for 4 male
students. Call evenings. 3633143.

*" u„„.
ts^aatssfsasmaa-oa*
cert, cm HUM.

Greearvtew Apts summer rste
1 k I bdrm apts. swimniing

41Z EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

DOWN
(HI —.

DllK-ll

20

.*>5 Sin.ill

This year's Inkston is
dedicated to a McComb High
School special education
student.
Joe Long, 16, wrote the first
two poens in this year's
publication.
"Joe is an exceptional
person rather than a retarded
person," said John Gallo,
Inkstone editor.
"He has a special perception that many don't
have," explained Gallo.
Inkstone will be sold in
front of Williams Hall today
and tomorrow from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m.

liuinler.
Spot.

VII'.
t "— on
forever "
I I'nvarv inp.

32 Hebrew
letter.

MM.ill <lo>*.
FMMM

SJBL

Siie Diameter

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Coarse Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Toes, thru Sat.
7:91.1
Sundays 7:30 - 7:N

Rappaport Scholarship Award
to Nancy
A.
Combs,
sophomore; and the Operation
Enterprise Scholarship Award
to Charles Sidun, sophomore.
Awards were also given in
the areas of aerospace
studies, business education,
business law, finance and
insurance,
Journalism,
management, marketing,
military science and quantitative analysis and control.

RIDES
Ride needed May 22 early to
Chicago w.ll pay Call Helen
372-3999 Must be there by 11

4:30 p.m. • 2 a.m. Fri. &

- FEATURING -

!W I .el —.
21 Wearer of a
sari.
2H Prepare*.

Hungarian

Chinese
money.

1

bricklayers.

' Former

42 Average.
44
45
Hi
18

UNIVERSITY FLYING
CLUB
Will hold flections of officers and show two movies at
8 p.m. in the Perry-Croghan
Room of the Union.
BETA ALPHA PSI
Will vote on new members
at 7 p.m. in the Taft Room of
the Union.

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.

I") New A\il.m<l
province.
Hi Wintllike.
17 Desert
vehicle.
lOAfrieiu.
lifeline
211 Hill: Iler.

4."i Form of

boy.
i"... hanK*

I .iiiol.

U Viper.

to McComb H.S.

absorber*.

1 Exist.
> KiplinsS

Fuzz.
Hrief visits.
All: pref.
Dance.

T> 1 li-li I' ii

B.A. honors sfudenfs

Student Housing
Assn
WE MOVED!

372-2968

said from the committee's
standpoint "all we were
saying was please show us.
They didn't do this in a sense."
"I don't think it's a dead
issue, the ball has been
handed over to Student
Council. It certainly isn't dead
in our committee," said Dr.
Mott.

13 Card.
IX Chaos.
23 Poker
holding.
25 Light sepia.
-ii I'ertaininx
to Troy.
2K Texas river.
'.'.'.' I iiiiiliiliiiiil

shock

By Anthony Morne
ACROSS
I Wravrrbinl.
5 Inclined to
hysteria.
10 I'riee factor.
U Scent.

21 I'nallractivv.

Dr.
Walter
Emery,
professor of speech at Ohio
State University, will speak on
"Broadcasting and Government" at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
Room of the Union.
Dr. Emery is noted for his

Bldg.

about the meeting Oil April 9."
"We had planned another
meeting May 1. I don't think
Furry would plan a meeting if
he was worried about his
treatment before the committee," said Dr. Mott.
Dr. Mott indicated that
subsequent meetings were not
held for various reasons. He

! Allun —.
I Overheated

PUZZLE

Sublet for summ 2 bdrm apt 1
block from campus t63-mo
furn 3634477.

f US-mo. 20nun from campus
&36-59S3 (mornings )
House for | or 10 men across
from campus, summer 4 fall
352-9396 or 362-1992
Y.VY apts for summ 4 fall
152-9395 or 3*2-1692.
Rooms for women, sum 4 fall.
352-0395 or 362-1992
Mobile home-10-60. 2 bdrm,
furn, washer-dryer. 1 blck
from Univ 22600, 3544563

To the greatest pledge trainer-Congratulations lil on being
tapped for Mortar Board. O
Phi A Love, the Pledges
Alpha Phi congratulates
Dune Bollinger for being
initiated into Mortar Board

1964 Valiant-excellent shape
Contact Chip at Ross Hotel No.
2*1.

Rumor has it that Operation
Cresundheit has non-violent
Bed Bugs!

1996 Porsche 911 13200
4426

Brownie. Heard about youBetter be good or the talking
box will get you.

USED FURNITURE Various
pieces-must sell by June.
Good cond Call 372-3307

Happy Birthday
Cleason
Ellsworth Grosnell Jr. From

62 Rambler wagon for sale
Excellent cond. call 3624439

I'M
Syndicate Mafia.
Rapper. JB. Mother and
Baby Cakes.

Components stereo 165 or best
offer
Csll 2-1363.
MUST
SELL
80cc Yamaha$160 363-4512
1963 Dodge Dsrt 6cyl Stan
trans Best offer. 364-1472

PERSONALS

Apt available June 16, furn.

Congrats to the 17 new Alpha
Xi actives-the Pledges

Thanks ATO Pledgii We had
a high time
The Phi Mu
Neophytes

THE STUDENT HOUSING |
ASSOCIATION HAS MOVED
TO ROOM 420 STUDENT
KD'a-hope you liked your
SERVICES BLDG
PHONE
•■IUCCUIMII"
brakfast-tht
J7MSM OFFICE HOURS M
Soy Six
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY.
Joy and John: Congrats and
best wishes on your pinning
Need I or 2 F. for apt in fall
The Sisters of Gamma Phi.
37246*6

female roomale to
share 2 bdrm apt summer qtr.
3614676

Royal Green is proud of
Commander Susie for her
Mortar Board tapping

1991 Yamaha motorcycle 90
c c. great for summer school
296 incl helmet Call 352-7771
sfler 7 p.m.

Furn apt for rent 2 persons
Ph. 364-3941.

Apt for summer sublease; 2
bdrm, 2 story; furn; lots of
room: (rest location; cut
rate: 362-2794.

Man''

Carol-Congrats on Pommerettee. With your rhythm4
pep you'll lit right in line AX
love, your roomies
Congrats to Gary Leibold and
his new fiancee!' i Diane,
Marie, or?)

I't'rrbuf Litttrbuff
H** you no em'
Vou'f* ttrang'•"€ ow iltetl1
Olrftobe—ie
l"i" bug L.ltr. bu<
Have rou no n*»ds'
Ow M'fct *'• anftaceiui'
Think Undent**!
i■"" but ;."f. bv%
N•»•»■<n^no[>.lO»•
Ou' n«f*»ri a>* '*»*fW
Oonl tntom ininp OUIIKM
litter btaj Utttfefl
H*»e sou no nt«<t •
IIS lanat ltd-n| 1*1,'
ienanff|T..nfilet» llarl
Keep Arrtrrica Clean.
Keep America Beautiful.

*n

Pati, How about singing the
second verse of the "Muffin

Use classifieds for fast results
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Truck Drivers Get Pay Raise
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Teamsters Union and the
Labor Department announced
Monday approval by truck
drivers of a new national
trucking contract that will
boost pay $1.10 per hour over
St months for some 425.000
men.
The union said its members
covered by the contract voted
approval by a margin of 7-5.
Steel
haulers,
counted
separately, approved the new
agreement by a margin of 3-1,
the Teamsters said.
The announcement was
made by Teamsters Acting
President Frank E. Fitxsimmons and Asst. Secretary

of Labor William J. Usery.
The Labor Department
supervised the vote count.
The union said more than 71
per cent of the eligible truck
drivers cast ballots.
The settlement still left up
in the air trucking contracts in
Chicago, where negotiations
were conducted separately
and led to strikes and
lockouts.
Fitzsimmons had won from
the industry negotiating
group, Trucking Employers
Inc., a stipulation that if any
truck company signing the
national agreement later
grants more to any Teamsters
local, the national agreement

OSU students ask
expulsion of rioters
A.*ocl«t*d Pr*st WlrapKefo

PORTAGE COUNTY PROSECUTOR Ronald Kane holds a dagger taken from one
•f more than 3,tt* dormitory rooms searched at Kent State University after the
school was closed May 4 following the snooting deaths of four students.

Miami, Ashland open;
Cincinnati stays shut
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Classes resumed yesterday
at Miami University and
Ashland College, both closed
more than a week because of
campus disorders.
The University of Cincinnati changed plans to
reopen and continued shutdown because of what
authorities said was the
ianger of personal harm or

injury and damage to public
property.
Student picketing had the
effect of shutting down the
12,50fretudent University of
Toledo although instructors
were on hand for classes.
Classes were closed at
Xavier University at the
request of black students.
Dormitories were reopened
at Ohio State University in
Columbus as plans went
forward to start classes there
again on Tuesday.

International floor takes
fall quarter applications
Applications for rooms in
the International Living Units
on campus are being accepted
through the end of May.

students to one foreign student
at the undergraduate level
and a one-to-one ratio at the
graduate level.
All those interested in
Undergraduate men are living in one of these units
housed in Harshman A, starting fall quarter should
graduate men in the In- contact one of the following
ternational Center, and un- people: Harshman D - Mrs.
dergraduate women in Harsh- Stockdale or Joan
Chan;
man D.
Harshman A - Dan Nagy;
Foreign and American International Center students live together in each Jagdish Chadha or Mrs.
unit at a ratio of three U.S. Karen Colquitt.

PHI MU ACTIVES

There were no incidents as
classes resumed at Miami
University and Ashland
College.
In an llth-hour decision,
directors at the University of
Cincinnati agreed to keep the
school closed "in the interest
of safety and property."
Two other universities
closed during the recent wave
of campus disorders, Kent
State and Ohio University, are
shut down until summer term.
University of Cincinnati
directors decided to remain
closed after the university
senate agreed Sunday night to
a request by black faculty and
student groups to have the
school close the remainder of
the academic year as a
memorial to the slain
Mississippi students.
The Senate, composed of
students, faculty and administrators voted 37-8 in
favor of the request by the
United
Black
Faculty
Association and the United
Black Association.

COLUMBUS, Ohio APIFive Ohio State University
students yesterday presented
petitions to legislative leaders
asking expulsion of students
convicted of campus rioting.
The petitions bore 4,353
signatures.
They were presented to
House Speakers Charles F.
Kurfess, R-4 Perrysburg,
Senate Majority leader
Theodore M. Gray, R-3 Piqua
and Rep. Doris Jones, R-62
Columbus.
Kurfess said he is not sure
additional legislation is
needed but added he expects
several bills on this subject to
be offered during the session
that opened yesterday.
The students indicated that
university administrations
had been slow to act in
disorder situations and intimated that they could be bypassed.
"I don't think there can be
any law that is selfimplementing," Kurfess said.
"If the General Assembly has
to take over the expulsion of
students we won't stop there.
Under questioning from a
newsman, Kurfess said the
Legislature could transfer
authority of university ad-

ministrators and trustees to
the Ohio Board of Regents if it
so desired.
He said r: doubted such
action would be taken.
Nick Scott, 24, Bainbridge,
an Ohio State University
Junior and spokesman for the
five students, who represent
the Ohio Students and Citizens
for Higher Education, Inc.,
said his group wanted to
operate "through the system
in a corrective manner."
He said the rights of
students who want to obtain an
education "have definitely
been violated" by dissidents
who force the schools to close.
With Scott were Lee
Taylor, 24, South Amherst;
David Mullenix, 26, Cincinnati; Tom Archer, 21,
Columbus,
and
Clark
Llewellyn, 24, Marietta.
Mullenix and Llewellyn
appeared at a Joint legislative
hearing on education last
week and were told by Sen.
James K. Leedy, R-19,
Wooster, that if they were
sincere in wanting an
education
they
should
physically fight any minority
group attempting to take over
any school administration or
classroom.

will be reopened for
negotiation of further wage
increases.
A few Chicago firms had
settled for $1.65 per hour over
35 months, 55 cents more than
the national pact.
In addition to the wage
hikes over the life of the
contract, which is retroactive
to last April 1 and extends
until July 1. 1972, the
agreement includes improved
pensions, vacations, holidays,
health insurance and cost-ofliving pay.

Fitzsimmons said the
agreement was worth a total
of $5,070 per man over the life
of the contract in straighttime wage increases alone.
"The $5,070 figure does not
take into consideration a
possible liu-i'ni increase in
cost-of-living, should the cost
of living index rise as it did
over the last agreement. With
the possible 16-cent increase,
the minimum hourly rate
could go as high as $5.20," the
union said.
City truck drivers before

TONIGHT!

Marketing Club Meeting at 7:30
in the ALUMNI Room of the Union. Mr. Joseph
Jiloty, Marketing Director for Eastman Kodak
Company, will give a slide presentation entitled
"Seeing It Through The Customers' Eyes."
Discussion and refreshments will follow the
presentation.

EVERYONE IS INVITED!!

CONGRATULATIONS
NEW BROTHERS
OF
DELTA SIGMA PI

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW SWANCLUB OFFICERS
Phyllis Hammond - Pres.
Connie Harris - Vice Pres.
Holly Barnhouse - Sec.
Pattie O'Toole - Publicity Ch.

BING! BING! BING!

APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING
ACCEPTED
For Office of Political Research

Have a HEART
Let the neophytes go
ACTIVE

F^ng

405 Student Services Bldg. 372-2952

Kappa Delta Congratulates

KAREN BUSHMAN
125 N. JCWEUOO
Ph. Hi-twi

slack

Needed for a better university - AT LEAST ONE
representative from:
1) EACH residence hall WING
2) EACH fraternity and sorority
3)EACH apartment complex
4)Commuter organization
5)All students interested in hard, rewarding
WORK.

Apply - Student Activities Office

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY

the new agreement averaged
about $4 per hour.
Fitzsimmons said long
distance drivers, paid by the
mile, will average $5,720 more
over the life of the contract in
the mileage pay hike of 2>«
cents.
Fitzsimmons said the
agreement was the best
national contract
ever
negotiated with the trucking
industry.
"The increases are exactly
double what we negotiated
three years ago." he said.

on her Mortar Board tapping

season
Look at the fit! You know they're
LEWS0 The pattern, style and
colors are known the country
over. Best of all, they've got that
LEWS* STA-PREST* feature to
maintain the shape . . . and
economy.

Her entire outfit has the LEWS'
label. The knit top is available
in several brilliant colors to coordinate with the slimming, longline slacks that flatter a girl's
figure, no matter how good.

5H)p UniuprBitg &i\ap
S» E. WOOSTER
J52-5IS5

MON-SAT 9 a.m. to 5:M p.m.
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Tracksters win 'pickup' track meet
By Vin Miirimx

Sports Writer
"The Hawk," alias the
wind, was at it again this
Saturday as Bowling Green
won its "pickup" track meet
with Akron, Toledo andEastern Michigan.
His blustery presence was
particularly beneficial to

Falcon team captain Paul
Zitko who hurdled the 120 high
hurdles in: 14.1. ItwasZitko's
best time ever and tied the
school record set by Bernie
Casey.
Zitko actually finished
second to Eastern's Bill
Tipton, but since Eastern
Michigan was not in the official scoring the "leader" got

the victory.
There was also some
question about the race being
wind aided, but "the Hawk"
was only breezing across the
track at about a three mile per
hour clip at the time of Zitko's
race.
"The wind has to be more
than four miles per hour for
the race to be considered wind

aided," said head Falcon
track coach Mel Brodt.
So Zitko's achievement will
go into the records as the real
thing, untarnished by an
asterisk.
Another Falcon winner,
Jeff Huston threw the Javelin
the furthest he's managed so
far this year, 215' 2" but It
wasn't utilizing the help of

•the Hawk" that concerned
•HogIt seems Huston has this
thing for fouling on his "home
run" throws, which to him
means anything over 230'.
"It hasn't cost me yet," he
said, commenting that this is
the third meet in a row he's
stepped across the foul line on
a real good throw and still

Falcon pitchers find long ball costly
Bowling Green's mound
corps found Ohio University's
hitters a little too much to
handle as the Falcon
diamondmen absorbed three
straight defeats in a weekend
series with the Bobcats.
The league leading Bobcats
showed no mercy for the
Falcon pitching staff as they
pounded out a total of 34 hits
including four home runs in
upping their season record to
23-4.
Junior Doug Bair was the
victim on Friday as he gave
up five runs in the seven innings he pitched. Four of the
runs came as a result of two
home runs, a three-run shot by
Gary Shade and a solo blast by
Friday
OU
BG

000311001 -«
001020001-4
Saturday
first game

OU
BG

212 500201-13
000056010-12
second game

OU
BG

4003200-9
000300 0-3

Mike Schmidt. The defeat was
Bair's second straight after
starting the season with four
consecutive triumphs including a no-hitter against
Miami.
An unbelievable 11 run
Bowling Green rally was the
highlight of Saturday's first
game. The Falcons found
themselves behind 10-0 after

the first four innings but
staged a two inning comeback
as they tallied a total of 11
runs in two frames. They
scored five times in the fifth
and six in the sixth to take a
one run advantage.
The lead was short lived,
however, as the Bobcats came

back with two runs in their Jim Meerphol was touched for
half of the seventh to grab a four runs in the top of the first
12-11 advantage. Bowling as the Bobcats coasted to a 9-3
Green tied the score with a run triumph.
in the bottom of the eighth but
The three weekend defeats
OU added another run in the dropped Bowling Green's
ninth to come out the victor. season slate to 15-16 and the
It was the same story in the Falcon's conference record to
nightcap as Falcon starter 54.

Baseball squad
ploys Michigan
Bowling
Green's
diamondmen (15-16)
will attempt to even
their season record at
16-16 at 3:30 this afternoon on Steller Field.
The Falcons dropped
three games to Ohio
University this past
weekend while the
Wolverines split a pair
with Wisconsin.
Michigan's squad is
composed of all underclassmen and is
currently in eighth
place in the Big Ten
standings with a 3-7
conference slate.

Dave Wottle ran his beat
two miler yet (8:58.8) In
topping teammates Sid Sink
(8:59.2) and Steve Danforth
(9:01.8) for first place In an
"all out race" to get ready for
the MAC championships next
week.

With Denny Cavanaugh
being the only Falcon to
capture two victories in
singles play, the tennis team
suffered defeats to Notre
Dame and Western Michigan
this weekend.
The
losses
dropped
Bowling Green's season
record to 5-9, as the Falcons
remain winless in three tries
against conference
opponents.
Cavanaugh provided the
only highlight for BG in an 8-1
loss to the Irish, as he
trimmed
nationally-ranked
Buster Brown 10-8, 3*. 6-4.
Number three player Tom
Ijghtvoet was the only other
Falcon to stir up much excitement for BG, as the freshman lost a close match to his
ND adversary, 2-6,6-3, and 7-5.
BG was gunned down 6-3 on
Saturday,
as
Western
Michigan recorded its fourth

By Denny White
Sports Editor

N*wiplwlo by Klrt I

DOUBLE PLAY breakup Is executed to perfection by Ohio University'! catcher
Malcolm Siniiii( (no. 13) as he sends Bowling Green shortstop Mel Karnrhm flying
threw the air during the first game of Saturday's doubleheader. The Falcons not
only lost the game 13-12 but all three games In their series with the league leading
Bobcats.

4

A STRIKING KNEE to the head Is absorbed by Bowling
Green's right winger John Svoboda as he Is dragged to the
ground by two Windsor players la last weekend's rugby
mod battle on Sterling Farm. The Falcons won the

If Bowling Green can
retain their advantage from
the Ashland Invitational,
Toledo could be in trouble
today on the University golf
course.
Rained out on the first hole
last Tuesday. BG and TU tee
off at 12:30, closing another
campaign of rampant rivalry
between the Mid American
Conference neighbors.
Outshot by the Rocket

Ruggers overpower Windsor
ByJackO'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor

victory over the Windsor for what the referee termed
rugby club on Sterling Farm. unnecessary roughness.
Tempers were a bit short at Heinz was expelled from the
Missing four regulars, the times as two Bowling Green game after he was caught
Bowling Green rugby club players were ejected from the jumping into a loose scrum
used the speedy running of contest in the second half.
while Bohl was dismissed for
substitutes Craig Suever and Forwards Al Bohl and H. J. improper conduct towards the
John Svoboda to score a 13-0 Helm were both thrown out official.
Heinz said he was not quite
sure at the time why he was
kicked out but did admit he
was given a warning for using
a forearm.
Bowling Green scored first
on a run by club president and
inside center Chris Eckenroad
after a pass from outside
center Jim Gerding.
The
conversion by Gerding was
good and the Falcons led 5-0.
Right winger Svoboda
provided the Falcons with
their next score when he
rambled 44 yards to pay dirt.
Gerding's extra points kick
was successful and Bowling
'
«_r (naarJa^JJ
Green took a 104 halftime
advantage.
Second half action had
more injuries and ejections
than scoring as the Falcons
offense managed only one try
on Suever's 25 yard Jaunt
while the defense held Windsor scoreless.
Each team saw one of its
players leave the game in the
final period because of an
Injury.
A Windsor club
member left the contest early
In the period with a broken
nose while Bill Stross, Bowling
Green's outstanding fly half,
left the skirmish with a
sprained arm he sustained
with only minutes remaining.
Final tallies showed
N..whM* by Klrt ••kirf*.
Windsor playing with only 14
men and Bowling Green with
skirmish 13-0 to raise their overall season record to J-l. It
12 players because of rugby's
was the third shutout of the year for the Bowling Green
no substitution rule.
ruggers and lowered their defensive average to 4.3 points
The shutout was the
per contest
Bowling Green rugby club's

9BF9|
arJ
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ANXIOUSLY AWAITING the outcome of bis latest
toss Is freshman Falcon discus thrower Jeff Booms
in last weekend's track meet with Akron, Toledo
and Eastern Michigan.

Golfers challenge Toledo
in final conference match

stays winless in MAC
win of the spring, all against
MAC competition, while
Cavanaugh-Ijghtvoet
were
the lone doubles victors for
Bowling Green.
Cavanaugh outclassed
Jerry Smith 6-2, 6-3, while
number four player Oudsema
also won in two sets, beating
Pat Birney 7-5, 6-2.
The
Broncos number one doubles
team of Smith and Erik
Verkade were stopped 9-7, 2-6,
6-3 by Cavanaugh and
Ijghtvoet.
Coach Bob Gill's team will
take this week to make final
preparations for the MAC
championships this weekend
at Miami. The tournament
will be played with the abscense of Kent State, which
will not participate due to the
closing of the school for the
rest of the quarter.
Ohio University, which has
also been shutdown for the
year, will still field a team.
Coach Gill feels, however, that
the elimination of one more
team from the championships
will force its cancellations.

While James ran the race
that he's accustomed to,
Watkins managed to loosen
his form up enough to come in
a tenth of a second behind
James.
"I usually run tight so this
week I worked on relaxing,
expecially the last 50 yards,"
said Watkins. "After I accelerated the first 25-30 yards
and hit my maximum speed
about midway I relaxed,
started pumping my arms
more and shot out past the guy
between me and Bobby before
the last 20 yards."
James, Watkins and the
rest of Bowling Green's black
runners wore a black sock as
part of their uniform.
"This is for the black
students killed at Jackson
State," explained Al Webb.
Gary Osborne and Jim
Gagnet finished first and third
In the 440 intermediate hurdles on 54.1 and :55.7 efforts
respectively.
"Ricky was chasing us,"
said Osborne speaking for
himself and Gagnet when he
referred to rigorousness of the
race where hurdles are spread
over the distance of 440 yards.

Tennis team drops two;
By Scott Scredon
Sports Wrtier

managed to win the event.
"I know that I can't do that
next week and win because
there will be guys throwing
220'," explained Huston,
Bobby James and Eddie
Watkins blew in first and
second in the 100, clocking 9.7
and 9.8 respectively.

third of the season and
lowered its defensive average
to 4.3 points per contest. The
Falcons now own a 5-1 overall
record.

Q

sporrs

golfers once in tournament
play and once in match play,
BG left TU on the fringe at
Ashland over the weekend,
taking 789 strokes to their 780
total.
It meant a second place
trophy for the Falcon duffers
in the University division as
Ohio University dominated
the seven team field with a
77.0 stroke average by their
quintet.
Winner of the college
division title with the same
total as Bowling Green, was
Youngstown State, followed
by Toledo, Cleveland State,
Akron and host Ashland.
Anchor man Scott Masters
provided the margin of victory , coming in with a 40 on his
36th hole, and was greeted
with a rousing welcome by
ecstatic teammates.
"It was the most Joy shown
by a BG golf team in a long
time," said Falcon coach John
Piper.
Only six shots separated
BG from OU after Friday's
round- on the
Ashland
Country Club course, but most
scores soared Saturday with
intermittent rain hampering
playing conditions. Ohio was
also boosted by good news
from their shut down campus
in Athens.
Bobcat coach Kermit
Blosser relayed word to his
squad before Saturday's

round that they would still be
competing in the MAC
Championships this weekend,
and there was no catching OU
then, rain or shine.
Ohio's Tom Castor, playing
his home course, was tournament medalist at 150, including an opening round of
71. Freshman Dick Erick led
BG for the second week in a
row, taking 154 strokes with
scores of 75 and 79.
Masters, another freshman, was the star, however,
with his final hole heroics,
plus his team low round of 74,
Friday. While Masters was
bringing up the rear so well,
ace John Anderson was
playing "bogey ball," and had
his scores of 82 and 84 thrown
out both days in the best five
out of six rules.
Ed Hadaway was the only
Falcon to improve the second
day, firing a damp 78 to go
with an 81. Number two man
Jim Stone carded the same
total in another way, 77-82,
while captain Rick Faulk
combined an 80 with an 81 to
round out the runnerup total.
It meant "bringing home
something tangible for the
first time this season," and
evidence of better things to
come from rookies Erick and
Masters, with the league
championships just around
the dogleg.

Perry resigns as athletic director
The search is now on for
a new athletic director. Doyt
Perry, for whom the football
stadium is deservedly named,
has submitted his letter of
resignation to president
Jerome.
Perry plans to take a
position as athletic advisor to
Dr. Charles Perry, the
president of Florida International University.
Opening date for the
University, located in Miami,
Fla., will not be until 1972, and
Perry is not expected to
vacate his post until January,
1971.
The resignation marked
the end of six years as athletic
director and 10 previous years
as football head coach, where
he excelled as no other grid
coach in the country had
during the 1955-65 decade.
Success was synonymous
with Falcon football during
Perry's sideline-pacing days

and the win-loss records bear
this out.
In those 10 years, there
were only 10 defeats and five
ties. The victory bell rang in
the other 77 games and five
Mid American Conference
championships accompanied
the rise to the top.

DOYT
PERRY

Sudden recognition came
to Bowling Green's football
program from all corners,
including "Sports Illustrated"
magazine. Perry was also
named "Ohio Coach of the
Year" twice.

The decision to retire was
not a hasty one, and his
departure date is still uncertain. He has talked several
times with his close friend, Dr.
diaries Perry .who was a place
kicker for Doyt's 1956-58
teams.
Perry will be joining
President Jerome at Florida
International University, and
help out in the organization of
an athletic program which
should be a welcome change of
pace from the tedious deskanchored Job of athletic
director. It was on the football
field where he felt, and
probably always will feel,
most at home.
Meanwhile, Perry is not
through at BG yet, with this
weekend's meeting of the Mid
American Conference athletic
directors at hand, and plans
for a new aquatic center and
HPE complex in the making
for the future.

